
The wave groups we have analyzed have wavelengths that
are more than an order of magnitude longer than the ice shelf
thickness. According to the theory of flexural waves that
propagate in a structure consisting of an ice layer over a water
layer (Ewing, ci al., 1957) the phase velocity (c) for long
wavelengths should depend only on gravity (g) and the water
layer thickness (h) in the formula: c JW The ice shelf.
should have no measurable effect on the phase velocity of
long waves. This conclusion is confirmed by our preliminary
results.

Waves in the ocean beneath theJ-9 Camp excite our grav-
imeters in their dynamic response range. Until dynamic
response calibration tests are complete, we cannot state pre-

cise amplitudes for the ocean waves. On the basis of
preliminary calibration results we estimate that the waves
beneath J-9 have amplitudes of a few centimeters.

This research was supported by National Science Founda-
tion grant DPP 73-05873.
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ARA Islas Orcadas departed Buenos Aires 5 April 1978 on a
54-day, 6,781-nautical-mile cruise to the southwest Atlantic
sector of the southern ocean for:

(1) marine geology: coring survey of older (pre-Pliocene)
strata on the Falkland (Malvinas) Plateau, Georgia Basin,
and the Islas Orcadas Rise to elucidate the older geologic
history of the region; coring east and northeast of the Scotia
Arc to trace Antarctic Deep Water flow.

(2) physical oceanography: hydrographic surveys east and
northeast of the Scotia Arc to trace Antarctic Deep Water
flow and the configuration of the Polar Front; hydrographic
transect across the Argentine Basin.

(3) marine geophysics: investigation of the northeast Georgia
Rise tectonics, the pre-Eocene spreading regime and fracture

zone trends east of the Scotia Arc on the South Atlantic tec-
tonic, plate, and a tie-in profile with cruise 15 over the young
crust southeast of the Scotia Arc.

A total of 120 ship stations were attempted, yielding 69
complete piston cores and 73 successful conductivity-tem-
perature-depth (CTD) stations. All major objectives were met,
at least in part, despite four moderately severe storms (winds
over 40 knots).

Placid winds during the first week of the cruise allowed
for an %ninterrupted 17-station CTD transect across the
Argentine Basin to the northern margin of the Maurice
Ewing Bank of the Falkland Plateau (figure) where an inten-
sive coring survey of older sediments was conducted in rough
weather during the second week.

A sonobuoy was recorded in the West Georgia Basin to
determine basement velocity while in transit to the north-
eastern Georgia Rise where intensive coring was resumed
briefly before proceeding to the Scotia Arc to begin the im-
portant transect to the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. We offset along
the ridge to begin a line of stations down to 61°S.20°W. Core
or CTD stations were taken every degree of latitude or less with
geophysical tracking in between. Extra time gained along the
track was invested in two geophysical excursions for mag-
netics and in a core and CTD traverse from the southernmost
turn point to the Scotia Trench to study antarctic deep water
flow.

A storm broke just as the rosette came on board at the last
CTD station of the section. For the next 3 days the ship was
driven north, but fortunately in the general direction of our
last major objectives in the area of the Islas Orcadas Rise (see
figure). A day of intensive coring on the Rise did yield older
sediments, the first ever recovered from this aseismic feature.
From there we ran the final traverse of CTD and core stations
across the Polar Front into the Argentine Basin, with a good
geophysics crossing of the shelf break.

Marine geology. A primary coring goal was to survey older
(pre-Pliocene) sediment outcrops indicated on seismic
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profiles across shallow (1,000 to 1,700 fathoms) aseismic
features south of the Falkland Fracture Zone. As each core
was raised, the chief scientist dated a smear slide of the cutter
head sample and used this information to select the next core
site. Of 34 cores attempted on the Maurice Ewing Bank, 18
penetrated the thin glacial marine cover to reach pre-Pliocene
sediment ranging from Paleocene to Miocene in age. Rapid
progress was made; as many as eight cores were raised in 24
hours. Of interest were Oligocene siliceous oozes sampled on
the northwest corner of the Ewing Bank and Eocene
calcareous/siliceous oozes encountered for the first time in
this region along the northeast corner. These cores greatly ex-
pand the coverage of older sediment previously obtained in
this area (Ciesielski and Wise, 1977).

Three cores attempted along the Northeast Georgia Rise
failed to penetrate older sediment, although a good Pliocene
record was obtained. Our disappointment was compensated
for by the success of the first cores ever taken on the Islas Or-
cadas Rise where an extensive cover of Miocene to
Eocene/Oligocene carbonate-siliceous ooze was sampled at
two widely separated localities. These initial cores show that
the Islas Orcadas Rise harbors a long ranging sedimentary
record of the geologic history of this area which can be ob
tained by piston coring.

The two long tracks between the Scotia Trench and the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge obtained long (12 to 18 meter) cores
ranging in age from early Pliocene to Quaternary. Ash layers
were sampled east of the Scotia volcanic chain. The stations
from the Islas Orcadas Rise into the Argentine Basin also
produced long (18-meter) cores of siliceous muds and oozes.

Physical oceanography. Seventy-three CTD and oxygen sta-
tions and 1,700 water samples were taken during the cruise.
Four major hydrographic-chemical sections cross the Antarc-
tic Circumpolar Current and the Polar Front. An additional
section with closely spaced stations was obtained between
61°S.20°W. and the South Sandwich Islands. One hundred
sixty expendable bathythermographs and numerous sea-sur-
face temperature, salinity, and nutrient observations provide
additional information between the stations.

The first hydrographic section across the Argentine Basin
to the Ewing Bank crosses several major hydrographic
features including the Brazil/Malvinas (Falkland) Con-
fluence, a meander or a cold-core eddy of Malvinas origin,
and the Polar Front. Evidence of lateral mixing, unusually in-
tense temperature, salinity and dissolved oxygen fine-struc-
ture, between the circumpolar deep waters and those of
northern origin being transported towards the south by the
Brazil current was found along the entire section. Four
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closely spaced stations were taken immediately north of the
Falkland Escarpment to look for a westward extension of
Antarctic Bottom Waters with potential temperatures less
than -0.25°C.

The next major hydrography came after coring on the
Ewing Bank. Eighteen full depth CTD and oxygen stations
were occupied between the South Sandwich Islands and the
midocean ridge. The polar front zone, the region of transition
from antarctic to subantarctic waters, was rather broad oc-
cupying nearly 4 degrees of latitude. Farther to the east, a
north-south section starting at the midocean ridge and ending
in the Weddell Sea was completed. The southernmost sta-
tions of the section had been occupied during the previous
cruise. Along the section two prominent water mass transi-
tions were evident: to the north near 50'S. the Polar Front, to
the south near 60'S. the eastward extension of the Wed-
dell/Scotia Sea confluence. Before starting the final hy-
drographic section from the Islas Orcadas Rise north into the
Argentine Basin a short section from 61 0 S.200 W. to the
South Sandwich Islands was occupied. The final section,
which provided the fourth crossing of the Polar Front, ended
in the central Argentine Basin.

Marine geophysics. Continuous bathymetric (3.5 and 12
kilohertz), gravimetric, magnetic and single channel seismic
data were gathered. The Graf-Askania gravimeter was cor-
rected for cross-coupling errors using an L-DGO designed
analog computer. The seismic sound source was an array of
three 40-cubic-inch Bolt air guns fired simultaneously at
2,000 pounds per square inch pressure.

The Islas Orcadas Rise is an early Cenozoic manifestation
of an 800-kilometer westward jump in the spreading center
south of the Agulhas/Falkland Fracture Zone (LaBrecque
and Hayes, in press). Cruise 16 was planned to determine the
southern extent of the Islas Orcadas Rise and to aid in
deciphering the seafloor spreading regime south of the Islas
Orcadas Rise. Data were gathered to further delineate the age
and structure of the Argentine Basin.

An important discovery was the attainment of an excellent
magnetic profile across the M series (Mesozoic) magnetic
anomaly pattern in the Georgia Basin tentatively identified by
Rabinowitz and LaBrecque (1977). This is the first positive
identification of the Mesozoic sequence south of the
Agulhas/Falkland Fracture Zone and strongly supports the
hypothesis that the Ewing Bank and the Mozambique Ridge
were conjugate margins during the early rifting of Africa and
South America. Also a 4,000-meter guyot was discovered
along the southern extension of the Islas Orcadas Rise. The
guyot was named "Maria Lucia" in honor of Captain Tam-
bussi's wife.

Cruise 16 was a particular pleasure due to the warm
hospitality given the 18-man scientific staff by the ship's
officers and crew. We especially thank Captain Carlos Tam-
bussi and the Segundo, Albertani, for their kindness and con-
siderations, and Lt. Horatio Ezcurra for the strong technical
support by the Oceanographic Section cheerfully and
tirelessly rendered despite the heavy load of station time and
the often difficult weather conditions. Geophysics work was
funded by the National Science Foundation grant DPP
77-15586.
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ARA Islas Orcadas cruise 11 was a multidisciplinary
cruise—marine geology, geophysics, and physical oceanogra-
phy—sailing from Buenos Aires to Cape Town. Sediment
recovery during the cruise was successful at 49 of the 50 at-
tempted coring stations (figure). Preliminary basal sediment
ages for the cores are shown in the table, which lists piston

'Present address: Institute of Polar Studies, The Ohio State Univer-
sity, Columbus, Ohio 43210.

core number, latitude, longitude, water depth, sample inter-
val, sediment lithology, and the age of the core sediment at
each sampled interval.

Coring activities were concentrated on the Malvinas
(Falkland) Plateau, the Northeast Georgia Rise, and along a
NNE track from 58° to 45'S. The primary objective of coring
on the Malvinas Plateau and Northeast Georgia Rise was to
obtain a series of piston cores reflecting a broad vertical dis-
tribution of sediment ages within the stratigraphic record so
that the complex history of deposition and erosion of these
features could be understood more fully. Coring along the
NNE, 580 to 450 S. track was done to provide additional infor-
mation on Pliocene-Quaternary sedimentation, particularly
fluctuation responses of the sedimentary regime to changes in
the paleo-position of the Polar Front. Because most coring
stations along this track either included, or were close to,
physical oceanographic stations, the investigator can integrate
present hydrographic data with that gleaned from the sedi-
mentary record.

Cores from other locations were taken at sites considered
important to the extension of knowledge already gained from
the Eltanin/Islas Orcadas circumpolar survey.
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